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Abstract— Link estimation is a fundamental component of
forwarding protocols in wireless sensor networks. In low power
forwarding, however, the asynchronous nature of widely adopted
duty-cycled radio control brings new challenges to achieve
accurate and real-time estimation. First, the repeatedly trans-
mitted frames (called wake-up frame) increase the complexity
of accurate statistic, especially with bursty channel contention
and coexistent interference. Second, frequent update of every
link status will soon exhaust the limited energy supply. In this
paper, we propose meter, which is a distributed wake-up frame
counter. Meter takes the opportunities of link overhearing to
update link status in real time. Furthermore, meter does not only
depend on counting the successfully decoded wake-up frames,
but also counts the corrupted ones by exploiting the feasibility
of ZigBee identification based on short-term sequence of the
received signal strength. We implement meter in TinyOS and
further evaluate the performance through extensive experiments
on indoor and outdoor test beds. The results demonstrate that
meter can significantly improve the performance of the state-of-
the-art link estimation scheme.

Index Terms— Wireless sensor networks, link estimation, real-
time, accuracy, low power.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN WIRELESS sensor networks (WSNs), due to the deep
coupling with up-layer forwarding protocols [1]–[4], link

estimation [5]–[10] has fundamental impact on network
performance. The promotion of link estimation protocol is an
important research direction in the field of WSNs. Especially,
the accuracy and timeliness are two of the most important
concerns. The accurate and real-time estimation ensures the
optimal forwarding is consistent.

In existing link estimation protocols [11]–[13], each node
usually utilizes the statistic of passively received pack-
ets/acknowledgements to achieve the accuracy of link estima-
tion. Additionally, active broadcast beacon provides the timely
opportunities of packets reception over those light traffic links.
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Fig. 1. An example of LPL-based media access control.

However, due to the unattended deployment and limited energy
resource of each node, the radio of sensor node usually
works in low duty-cycle mode and asynchronous sleep-wake
scheduling, which could hinder the performance of existing
estimators.

Because of excellent energy efficiency, LPL-based (Low
Power Listening) media access control (MAC) [14], [15]
has been widely adopted in low power WSNs. As shown
in Fig. 1, A and B are two typical nodes in low power WSNs.
They periodically turn on their radios to do carrier sense, but
their wake-up schedule is asynchronous. If channel is clear,
the radio will be immediately turn off. Otherwise, the radio
will be kept on for an extra duration (called wake-up duration)
to receive the potential packets. When A is sending a packet
to B, due to the unknown wake-up schedule of B, A has to
repeatedly send the same packet (called wake-up frame or
frame attaching an assigned data sequence number) to wait
for B to wake up. A will not stop the transmission of wake-
up frames until it receives an acknowledgement (ACK) of B
or a preconfigured timer expires. As the receiver of a unicast
packet, B will send an ACK back when it successfully decodes
any wake-up frame. In broadcast, B will not acknowledge any
received wake-up frame.

Note that, with asynchronous sleep-wake scheduling, a suc-
cessful wake-up frame reception at a neighbor does’t mean
all potential wake-up frames, which have arrived when the
neighbor’s radio is active, have been successfully decoded.
The missed frames are hard to count due to the time mis-
match between the sender and receiver. It is even worse with
channel contention and coexistence interference. To address
this problem, rather than counting the number of actually
arrived wake-up frames, existing schemes record whether or
not at least one wake-up frame (no matter what is the actual
amount) attaching a specific data sequence number (DSN) has
been received. Furthermore, for unicast transmission that a
data packet is transmitted to an appointed receiver, the other
neighbors will ignore the potentially arrived wake-up frames
during their active period, because the unicast transmission
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Fig. 2. Link estimation of 4-bit. (a) is a topology structure, where arrowed line denotes routing links and the dotted lines denote non-routing links; (b) shows
the operational principle of passive link estimation of 4-bit; (c) denotes the active link estimation of 4-bit.

cannot guarantee any neighbor could have opportunity to
overhear the frame and therefore the neighbors who did not
receive the frame cannot determine the cause (no opportunity
or frame losses) of no frame reception. Hence, the duty-
cycle mode and asynchronous sleep-wake scheduling have
brought great challenge to achieve accurate and timely link
estimation.

Against this background, in this paper, we propose meter,
a distributed wake-up frame counter, which exploits the
feasibility of ZigBee identification and the opportunities of
link overhearing to address the above challenges. First, meter
samples a sequence of the received signal strength indica-
tor (RSSI). Then, according to the different characteristics
with coexistent interference, meter identifies potential ZigBee
frame sub-sequences. Finally, meter infers the belonging of
ZigBee frame sub-sequences based on diverse characteristics
matching with decoded wake-up frames, historical records, and
the restriction of frame transmission time. Thus nodes can pre-
cisely count all wake-up frames when they opportunistically
overhear the on-going transmission of all links, even coexistent
interference exists. In this way, meter can provide accurate and
real-time link estimation. The main contributions of this work
are as follows:

• We propose meter to achieve accurate and real-time link
estimation in low power WSNs. To our best knowledge,
meter is the first work to carefully address the influence
of asynchronous duty-cycle media access on the accuracy
and timeliness of link estimation.

• We develop a distributed and light-weight method to
precisely count the number of both decoded and cor-
rupted wake-up frames and determine the corresponding
transmitters, even with the bursty channel contention and
coexistent interference.

• We implement meter and integrate it into the widely
adopted link estimator (4-bits). We evaluate the perfor-
mance of meter on both indoor and outdoor testbed. The
experimental results show that meter can significantly
improve the accuracy and timeliness of link estimation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The prelim-
inary of 4-bit link estimation is given in the next section.
Section III presents the empirical studies. Section IV presents
the detailed design of meter. The evaluation results and addi-
tional discussion are presented in Section V and Section VI,
respectively. Section VII surveys the related works. We con-
clude this paper in Section VIII.

II. PRELIMINARY OF 4-BIT LINK ESTIMATION

4-bit [11] is the state-of-the-art link estimator, which has
been widely applied to long-term large-scale deployments of
WSNs, like GreenOrbs [16] and CitySee [17]. 4-bit uses ETX
(expected transmission count) [18] to depict the link quality.
The number of passively received packets/acknowledgements
are accumulatively counted to update the ETX of each link.
The acknowledgements are from the parent node, who is the
one-hop destination of unicast data packets. The packets are
from the active broadcast beacon of each neighbor node.

Fig. 2 illustrates the link estimation of 4-bit with LPL-based
MAC protocols. In the network topology as shown in Fig. 2(a),
node S has five neighbors (A, B, C, D, and R). R is the parent
node of S. Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the transmission of unicast
data packets from S to R. For each data packet, S repeatedly
transmits the wake-up frames until one R’s ACK is received.
According to the statistic of the number of transmitted and
acknowledged packets, S continuously updates the ETX of
the link towards to R. Moreover, Fig. 2(c) illustrates the
transmission of active broadcast beacon from S to all its
neighbors. For each broadcast beacon, S transmits the wake-up
frames for a whole sleep period so that all neighbors have their
opportunities to receive the broadcast beacon. Each neighbor
counts the number of successfully received beacons and the
sequence number of the latest beacon to calculate the ETX of
the link from S to itself. However, 4-bit sits on MAC layer so
that it overlooks the influence of asynchronous transmission
of LPL-based MAC protocols.

With LPL, each neighbor can hear multiple wake-up frames
in wake-up duration. As shown in Fig. 2(b), although R fails to
receive the first wake-up frame, the second wake-up frame is
successfully decoded and acknowledged. Fig. 2(c) also shows
A, B, C and R have successfully received the broadcast beacon,
but B and C do not receive all arrived wake-up frames. Since
4-bit only concerns whether any wake-up frame of unicast
packet or broadcast beacon is successfully acknowledged or
received, it may overestimate the link quality.

In 4-bit, each node periodically broadcasts the beacons.
With long duration of LPL broadcast, the period of broadcast
beacon is usually kept large (several minutes) [1] to reduce
the energy consumption. As shown in Fig. 2(b), although the
neighbors A, C and D that wake up earlier than R can overhear
the unicast of S, 4-bit does not take these relatively frequent
data packets to update the non-routing links. Thus 4-bit cannot
timely update the status of all links.
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Fig. 3. PDR Comparison of different MAC protocols.

In Fig. 2(b), we observe that C misses the first two wake-
up frames. However, depending on the only information of
decoded wake-up frames, C is hard to know the exact num-
ber of lost wake-up frames since it wakes up. Furthermore,
in Fig. 2(b) and 2(c), D fails to receive any wake-up frame.
If D only depends on the transmitter information of decoded
wake-up frames, it is hard to infer the transmitter of these
lost wake-up frames. Thus more delicate method is needed to
accurately count the number of both lost and received wake-up
frames.

III. EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we conduct empirical studies to show that:

• 4-bit overestimates link quality with LPL-based MAC.
• The non real-time link estimation of 4-bit may seriously

degrade network performance.
• It is practical to exploit real-time RSSI to count the

wake-up frames.
• It is feasible to distinguish ZigBee from other 2.4GHz

technologies with RSSI features.
• It is feasible to achieve accurate and real-time link

estimation in asynchronous duty-cycled WSNs.

A. Inaccuracy of 4-Bit Link Estimation

We carry out an experiment to show the overestimation of
link quality by 4-bit. We use 3 pairs of TelosB [19] nodes with
diverse link quality. With different MAC layer protocols, each
node broadcasts 200 packets at 10 ms interval and calculates
the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of 4-bit. Fig. 3 shows that
the PDR of all links is overestimated with X-MAC [15]
(widely adopted LPL-based MAC protocol in TinyOS) than
with always-on CSMA. In the experiment, a node keeps awake
for 20ms when it detects busy channel. The packet length
is 43 bytes. The transmission time of each frame packet is
about 1.4ms. Thus, a receiver may hear over 10 copies of the
same packet. As a result, when the link quality is very poor,
the PDR without X-MAC is as low as lower than 0.3, while
the PDR with X-MAC can be close to 1 in X-MAC. Misled
by such overestimates of link quality, a node tends to make
improper decisions for upper layer network protocols.

B. Non Real-Time Link Estimation

Besides the inaccuracy of link estimation, 4-bit is unable
to timely obtain real-time status of all links. We conduct an
experiment in a controlled dynamic scenario to demonstrate

Fig. 4. The illustration of network topology. Shadow region suffers from
interference.

Fig. 5. The link quality change of three links in time domain.

the performance degradation incurred by non real-time link
estimation of 4-bit. As shown in Fig. 4, node S periodically
generates data packets and forwards them to Sink via multi-
hop relay. The shadow region in the figure denotes the network
area that can suddenly suffer from the controllable interfer-
ence ((another coexistent wireless network)) resulting in link
dynamics. In this experiment, total 3000 packets are generated
by node S, and the inter-packet interval is set to 10 seconds.
The routing path is determined by CTP (Collection Tree
Protocol) [1]. In CTP, the period of active broadcast beacon
is adjusted by trickle timer [20]. With the default setting
in TinyOS, the maximum beacon period is eight minutes.
Before the experiment whose results are plotted in Fig. 5, with
the identical network setting and without suffering from the
controllable interference, we conduct long term and continuous
measurement of the link quality between S and its candidate
next-hop relays, such as A, B, C, and D. The results show
that A is the best next-hop relay of S and B is a better
next-hop relay than D when the interference source does not
work. The initial routing path between S and sink node is
S→A→J→M→Sink before the interference appears.

During the experimental period between the 200th packet
and the 900th packet (about 110 minutes), the controllable
interference coexists with the experimental network, resulting
in link dynamics in the bursty area (denoted as shadow region
in Fig. 4). The path from D to Sink is beyond the disturbed
area. Each node records the number of retransmission of each
packet, the change of link quality, and the selection of next-hop
relay node. The changes of link quality of several candidate
routing links (S→A, S→B, and S→D) are shown in Fig. 5,
where LQI (link quality indicator) is the reverse of ETX.

As shown in Fig. 5, during the period between the 200th

and the 900th packet, with the quality degradation of link
S→A caused by continuous ACK loss, B is selected as the new
next-hop relay. However, link S→B is also suffering from the
same interference. Since the period of active broadcast beacon
is large, 4-bit is unaware of the temporal degradation of the
original non-routing link S→B. S has to repeatedly retransmit
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Fig. 6. Sampled RSSI values in time-domain of five continuous data frames,
where two frames are lost at receiver but the signal strength is captured.

through the useless link until 4-bit notice enough ACK loss,
and then S further changes its next-hop relay as D. Since link
S→D does not suffer from the interference, packets can be
successfully forward out. With the end of the interference,
in comparison with S→A, S→D is no longer the optimal
routing link. However CTP fails to instantly know the changes
because 4-bit needs long time to update the link quality of
S→A (about 350 minutes).

The experimental results demonstrate that 4-bit cannot
provide timely link estimation for those non routing links.
The non real-time link estimation further misleads the routing
selection so that it degrades the energy efficiency and network
reliability.

C. Capture of Corrupted Wake-Up Frames

With LPL, the link estimation accuracy depends on the
accurate counting of wake-up frames. In this section, we con-
duct experiment to show the feasibility of accurately counting
all arrived wake-up frames. The intuition is that no mat-
ter whether an arrived wake-up frame can be successfully
decoded, the RSSI can be captured in real-time to iden-
tify it. In the experiment, a sender and a receiver work in
LPL based asynchronous duty-cycled mode. The sleep period
is set to 512ms. The sender continuously broadcasts data
packets. The receiver continuously samples channel RSSI
and records the timestamp of successfully decoded wake-up
frames. To achieve fine-grained RSSI sampling, we reimple-
ment several interfaces of CC2420 [21] in TinyOS to increase
the sampling rate to 31.25KHz, i.e., 32μs/sample [22].

We plot the sampled RSSI values in time-domain, as shown
in Fig. 6. Five wake-up frames continuously arrived at the
receiver. In the figure, the shapes of RSSI sequence of all five
wake-up frames have no obvious difference. According to the
timestamp of the three decoded wake-up frames, the other
two lost frames are identified. Thus with the RSSI sequence
and the timestamp of decoded wake-up frames, it is possible
to accurately count the lost wake-up frames. This is the key
observation to count the number of all arrived frames when
the radio is turned on.

However, several technologies, such as WiFi, Bluetooth and
Microwave Oven (MWO), share the same unlicensed 2.4GHz
ISM band with ZigBee [23]. Can non-ZigBee transmission
be effectively and efficiently filtered with common sensor

TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMON 2.4GHz TECHNOLOGIES

nodes to avoid wake-up frame detection error? In the next
section, we carefully study the short term patterns of the
RSSI sequences of ZigBee. We also study some other com-
mon wireless techniques in 2.4GHz band which are usually
considered in studies of interference classification [24] and
co-existence [25].

D. Features of Zigbee RSSI Sequence

In this section, we introduce the features that can be
used to distinguish Zigbee from other coexistent interfer-
ence. We adopt the features of short-term RSSI sequence in
Zisense [22]. The first feature is On-air time, which indicates
the transmission period of individual wake-up frame. Due to
the different data rate and maximum frame size of different
techniques, their on-air time is usually different. The on-air
time of a normal ZigBee wake-up frame of CC2420 radio is
between [576, 4256]μs. The valid packet lengths and data rates
specified by the underlying IEEE standard 802.11 [26] limits
the on-air time of a WiFi packet in [192,542]μs. Bluetooth [27]
adopts a frequency hopping technique. The standard hopping
rate is 1600 hop/s, i.e., 625μs residence time in one channel.
The standard also specifies the transmission time in one
channel is 366μs. As shown in Table I, unlike ZigBee, WiFi
and Bluetooth have a shorter on-air time, while microwave
ovens have a longer on-air time.

The second feature is the Peak to Average Power
Ratio (PAPR). PAPR is a common measure of the fluctuation
of signal power. The different modulation techniques lead
different PAPR. As shown by previous studies [28], 802.11g/n
has a large PAPR (≥1.9). This is due to Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [28], the multiple sub-carriers
modulation technique adopted by WiFi [26]. In OFDM, each
subcarrier has a certain level variation of signal strength. The
received signal is a sum of the signals on all the orthogonal
sub-carriers. Thus the variation of the sum will be larger than
that of a single carrier. As shown in Table I, MWO also has
a large PAPR. ZigBee adopts Direct Sequence Spread Spec-
trum (DSSS) so that its PAPR is relatively stable. We analyze
a set of three months logs of a 300 nodes wireless sensor
network [17]. The network logs record the RSSI value of each
successfully decoded wake-up frame of every node. Using the
recorded RSSI samples of each neighbor, we plot the standard
deviation in Fig. 7. The standard variance of 68% links’ RSSI
values is less than 1 dBm, and 83.5% links’ RSSI standard
variance is less than 1.5 dBm.

From the analysis of on-air time and PAPR features,
we observe the two features can be leveraged to iden-
tify ZigBee transmission based on the short-term RSSI
information [22].
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Fig. 7. Standard deviation of the RSSI values of all observed links in a
WSN with 300 nodes.

E. Accurate and Real-Time Link Estimation

To achieve accurate and real-time link estimation in asyn-
chronous and duty-cycled WSNs, the following informations
of all arrived wake-up frames are necessary: 1) who is the
transmitter; 2) how many frames have arrived during the
node’s active state; 3) how many frames have been success-
fully decoded by the node.

By exploiting continuous RSSI sequence and using short-
term RSSI sequence for identifying ZigBee transmission,
meter can accurately count the number of arrived ZigBee
frames. Furthermore, meter can exploit overhearing to know
how many frames have been decoded. Finally, with the
information, which includes the address of decoded frame,
sender’s traffic schedule, the interval between adjacent pieces
and the average signal strength of individual signal piece,
meter identifies the transmitter. Hence, it is feasible to achieve
accurate and real-time link estimation. In the next section,
we give the detailed design of meter.

IV. DESIGN OF Meter

In this section, we first give an overview of meter in
Section IV-A, and then we introduce the mechanism of exploit-
ing continuous RSSI sampling and the features of ZigBee
signal to count the number of arrived frames. In addition,
we determine the corresponding transmitter in Section IV-F.
Finally, we integrate meter into the state-of-the-art link esti-
mation scheme in Section IV-G.

A. Design Overview

The overview of meter is shown as Fig. 8. S is transmitting
wake-up frames towards to R. A, B, C and D are the neighbor
nodes of S. During the period of frame transmission, A, D, C
and R wake up one after another. Until R successfully receives
the frame, except B, all other neighbors have their opportuni-
ties to overhear the frames. First, according to the feature of
several pieces of short-term high RSSI sub-sequences, meter
infers that 3, 3, 3 and 2 frames have arrived at A, D, C and R,
respectively. Moreover, the number of successfully decoded
frames of A, D, C and R is 2, 0, 1 and 1, respectively.
Additionally, according to diverse cross-layer characteristic
matching, A, D, C and R infer the source node of the overheard
frames is S. Thus the instant PDR of link S→A, S→D, S→C
and S→R is 0.67, 0, 0.33, and 0.5 respectively. In this way,
except for B, all other neighbors can accurately estimate and
update their link quality from S to them in real-time by
exploiting overhearing.

Fig. 8. Overview of meter. S transmits data packet to its parent node R. A, B,
C, and D are S’s neighbors. By using meter, these neighbors could accurately
count the number of wake-up frames arrived at them, no matter whether the
frames can be successfully decoded or not.

Fig. 9. Operations of meter once it detects busy channel, involving (a) awake
period; (b) overhearing the ongoing frame transmissions; (c) frequently
sampling channel RSSI; and (d) counting the number of arrived frames.

B. Utilization of Channel RSSI

In this section, we explain the mechanism of continuously
sampling channel RSSI during a node’s wake-up duration in
duty-cycled WSNs.

Generally, radio chip, such as CC2420 [21], has a built-in
RSSI module recording the instantaneous received signal
strength that can be read from an appointed 8 bit register
(hereinafter referred to as RSSI register). The RSSI value is
always averaged over 8 symbol periods (128 μs). Once a radio
chip has been enabled for at least 8 symbol periods, the RSSI
value is valid and will be recorded in the RSSI register.

In order not to miss any arrived frame, meter continuously
samples channel signal strength by reading the recorded value
in RSSI register. As shown in Fig. 9(c), by discretizing channel
signal strength into RSSI values in time-domain, RSSI values
can be classified into three types: low RSSI level is the noise
floor, high RSSI value denotes the signal strength of frame
transmission, and No RSSI value denotes the SPI resource is
taken up by another operation so that meter cannot access
RSSI register at that time.

To access RSSI register, meter should first request SPI
resource. According to arbitration mechanism, if SPI resource
is free now or released by anther operation, SPI will be granted
to meter. Considering the frequent RSSI register accesses,
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the time cost for resource request and release (in middleware)
is non-trivial. To reduce the time cost for each RSSI register
access, once occupying the SPI resource, meter will not
proactively release it until an SPI request event is triggered.
We reimplement the SPI module to notify both SPI request
event and SPI release event to meter. If an operation requests
the SPI resource and the channel is free, meter immediately
releases the resource. While if the channel is busy, meter
continue to sample channel RSSI without releasing SPI until
the sampled RSSI indicates the channel is free. This schedule
makes sense because the on-air time of 2.4GHz technologies is
short. Except for a slight delay, meter will no longer affect the
waiting operation. After releasing the SPI, once obtaining an
SPI release event from another operation, meter immediately
requests the SPI again.

By occupying the SPI, meter continuously reads RSSI
register with the fixed sampling interval (Tsi). However,
the supported interface by TinyOS for reading RSSI value
is time-consuming and with unpredictable time variation.
To obtain enough samples in such a short time, we reim-
plement several interfaces of CC2420 in TinyOS, increase
the SPI speed, and simplify the interfaces to quickly fetch
RSSI readings from the register. The sampling frequency is
increased to 31.25KHz. Although the sampling rate can reach
31.25KHz, i.e., 32μs/sample, we set Tsi to 128μs because
the RSSI value is always averaged over the period of 128μs.
On the other hand, meter’s release of SPI will immediately
trigger the allocation of SPI resource to another SPI requester.
Hence, the mechanism of no proactive SPI release for meter
has little negative influence on other operations. Note that the
31.25KHz is the frequency for accessing RSSI register, rather
than the sampling rate of RSSI generator. Our implementa-
tion does not change the hardware RSSI sampling and just
increases the register access rate, which does not incur much
extra energy consumption.

In duty-cycled working mode, once a node turns its radio
on, it switches into idle listening state. During this state,
the node continuously reads the CCA Pins state through
EnergyIndicator component. Once it detects a busy wireless
channel (when the channel signal strength is higher than pre-
defined threshold), it presumes that a ZigBee frame is coming
and extends awake time to improve the probability of decoding
the potential frame. Then, meter is triggered to periodically
read RSSI value by accessing the corresponding RSSI register.
In the following sections, we extract the potential ZigBee
frame from the fetched RSSI-value sequences

C. Formalization of Captured Signal

1) Segmentation: To detect the existence of possible frame
transmission, meter sets a sampling window W to cover wake-
up duration. W can be denoted as: W={R1, R2, · · · , Rn},
where Ri denotes the ith sampled RSSI value. Corresponding
to Ri, the timestamp of sampling this RSSI is marked as Ti.
Ti is the cumulative time starting from the node’s waking
moment. Hence, T1 is 0. As previously mentioned, the sample
interval Tsi is set to 128μs. Meter calculates Ti by

Ti = T1 + (i − 1) × Tsi.

The sampled RSSI sequence with n samples will be fed into
segmentation component for further processing.

Segmentation aims to extract useful information from RSSI
sequence. Therefore, the segmentation component outputs
segments, each consisting of consecutive RSSI samples. Since
an effective signal usually results in a sudden difference to
noise floor, meter uses a single threshold Thd to detect the
start and the end points of each segment. If the difference
between the RSSI and the noise floor (denote as Noise) is
larger than Thd, meter detects the start of a segment. Similarly,
meter detects the end of a segment when the difference falls
below Thd. According to ZiSense [22], setting Thd to 3dBm
can effectively distinguish Zigbee frame signal from noise
floor. Then, the sets of start position (S) and end position (E)
of segments are:

S = {i|Ri−1 − Noise < Thd, Ri − Noise ≥ Thd} (1)

E = {j|Rj−1 − Noise ≥ Thd, Rj − Noise < Thd} (2)

We sort S and E in ascending order according to sample time
and put them in array IS and array IE , respectively. Then the
kth segment (Segk) can be represented by

Segk = {RIS(k), RIS(k)+1, · · · , RIE(k)}.
Visually, after segmenting the sampled RSSI sequences, meter
can discretize the active period into several signal transmission
stages (high level) and pure noise stages (low level) as shown
in Fig. 9(d). The rising edge of step pulse signal denotes the
start of a segment, and the falling edge corresponds to the end
of a segment. Then,

Ton_air(k) = TIE(k) − TIS(k) = (IE(k) − IS(k)) × Tsi, (3)

Tifi(k) = TIS(k) − TIE(k−1) =(IS(k)−IE(k−1)) × Tsi.

(4)

Tifi(k) denotes the time interval between the Segk and the
Segk−1. Ton_air(k) is the on-air time of the Segk. Meter
records the on-air time and inter-frame interval of each
segment in array Ion_air and Iifi, respectively. In addition,
the PAPR of Segk can be calculated by

PAPR(k) =
max{R2

i |IS(k) ≤ i ≤ IE(k)}
Seg2

k

, (5)

where Seg2
k denotes the average of the squared values of the

elements in segment Segk . In addition, the averaged RSSI of
segment Segk can be calculated by

Avgk =

∑IE(k)
IS(k) Ri

IE(k) − IS(k) + 1
. (6)

2) Treatment of No RSSI Sample and ACK Segment:
Note that once meter releases SPI resource, it cannot access
the RSSI register. The SPI preemption may result in no
RSSI sample as shown in Fig. 9(c). Hence, in some pre-
appointed sample time, meter may miss the channel RSSI
value. To enhance the segmentation component, we set the
default value of no RSSI sample to the value of noise floor, and
the value of no RSSI sample could be appropriately readjusted
by satisfying the following rule.
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Rule: Ri is a no RSSI sample. If Ri+1 belongs to Segk,
and the on-air time Ton_air(k) is less than the minimum time
of ZigBee transmission, meter sets Ri to Avgk.

Because meter continues to sample channel RSSI until the
channel is free, the no RSSI sample will never follow a high
level sample.

In duty-cycled sensor networks, as shown in Fig. 8, a sender
transmits adjacent frames with an interval (Tifi) for receiving
potentially coming ACK. Once the appointed receiver suc-
cessfully decodes the sender’s frame, it replies an ACK. The
interval (Tack) between the frame and ACK is set by system
designer. Tifi should be at least longer than Tack. In the default
TinyOS system, Tack ranges between 192μs and 512μs [21]
(hardware acknowledgement). For the platforms integrated
with CC2420, the on-air time of an ACK is 352μs [29].
Because in some radio chip, such as CC2420, the ACK
sender identification (ID) is not attached in the ACK payload,
meter ignores the ACK segments by removing them from the
arrays of IS and IE . For the other segments whose on-air
time is less than the minimum ZigBee frame transmission
time (Tmin), meter also removes them from the two arrays.
In CC2420, the on-air time of the minimum packet is 576μs.
For robustness, Tmin is set to 512μs (4 samples). After
removing the non-ZigBee frame segments, meter uses RSSI
features to identify ZigBee frames in the next section.

D. Frame Identification

Except for the previously mentioned RSSI features (On-air
time and PAPR), two additional significant characteristics of
frame transmission in duty-cycled WSNs can be exploited to
identify ZigBee frame.

1) Identical On-Air Time: The repeatedly transmitted
frames carry the same payload, hence the on-air time (Ton_air)
of each frame is the same.

2) Fixed Inter-Frame Interval: For duty-cycled working
mode, the inter-frame interval (Tifi) is fixed. Denote the
system default inter-frame interval as T valid

ifi .
By exploiting the two new characteristics and the mentioned

two RSSI features in Section III-D, meter can identify the
arrived ZigBee frames. Furthermore, meter will use the sam-
pled RSSI features to determine the corresponding transmitter
if none of the arrived frames has successfully been decoded.
Note that the exploitation of RSSI features for identifying
ZigBee transmission is first proposed by ZiSense [22]. ZiSense
uses the sampled RSSI sequence to detect the existence
of ZigBee transmissions and wakes up nodes accordingly.
In this paper, we use the technique of ZiSense to identify
ZigBee frame. The detail about the ZigBee identification
presented in [22].

E. Number of Arrived and Decoded Frames

1) Arrived Frames: By identifying the potential ZigBee
frames, meter could count the number of arrived frames
(Nframe) during its wake-up duration. One frame corresponds
to a valid segment with specific start and end positions.
By removing the non-ZigBee segments and invalid segments

from both IS and IE , the size of IS or IE is the number of
arrived frames. Hence,

Nframe = ||IS || = ||IE ||.
The accuracy of counting the number of arrived frames is
evaluated in Section V-B.1.

2) Decoded Frames: Different from the number of arrived
frames, the number of successfully decoded frame is easy
to obtain. Once radio chip decoded a frame (data packet
or ACK), a packet receiving event will be triggered to notify
meter. Meter records these heard frames and the corresponding
receiving time as shown in Fig. 9(b). From the heard frames,
meter can extract three types information: (1) the number
of decoded frames (Ndecoded); (2) the transmitter; and (3) a
segment corresponding to each of the decoded frame. Note
that the decoded frame could further enhance the ZigBee
identification.

F. Determination of Transmitter

By identifying ZigBee transmission, meter knows the num-
ber of arrived frames. However, for each frame, the corre-
sponding transmitter cannot be directly obtained from the
RSSI features because the frame may not be correctly decoded.

1) Useful Factors: Several factors can be used to determine
the transmitter. First, the decoded frame carries the transmitter
ID. Once successfully decoding a frame, meter knows the
transmitter. Second, in duty-cycled working mode, T valid

ifi

is almost fixed. By checking whether the actual inter-frame
interval Tifi approximates to the system parameter T valid

ifi ,
meter is more confident to determine whether or not the related
frames are transmitted by the same sender. Note that the
congestion backoff time is usually set to be larger than T valid

ifi ,
hence the probability that another sender transmits a frame
exactly after a T valid

ifi interval is very small. If the constraint of
Equation 7 is satisfied, meter presumes that Segk and Segk+1

are transmitted by the same sender. δ is the parameter for
segment clustering.

|Tifi(k) − T valid
ifi | ≤ δ. (7)

Third, the averaged RSSIs of the frames transmitted by the
same sender are relatively stable, which has been demonstrated
by the real deployment of 300 nodes WSN presented in
Section III-D and will be further discussed in the following
subsection. If none of the arrived frames has been decoded,
by using the averaged RSSI, meter can further infer who the
sender is in the next section.

2) Averaged RSSI: After segmentation, meter can determine
that n successive segments are the frames transmitted by the
same sender. Denote the segments vector as: SEG={Segi,
Segi+1,· · · , Segi+n }. However, if none of the arrived frames
has been successfully decoded, meter first uses the averaged
RSSI to determine the transmitter. The average RSSI (Ravg)
of these segments is computed by

Ravg =
∑i+n

i Avgk

n + 1
.
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By comparing Ravg with the recorded RSSI (R) value for each
link from a neighbor (A) to itself, if

|Ravg − R(A)| ≤ Rδ, (8)

meter presumes A is a reasonable candidate transmitter of
these frames. Rδ is the valid RSSI bias. We set Rδ to 1dBm
according to the evaluation result presented in Section III-D.
If only one candidate exists, meter presumes the candidate is
the transmitter. The accuracy of this determination mechanism
is given in Section V-B.3. However, if multiple matched
candidates exist or no matched candidate exists, meter records
the number of arrived frames and the arriving timestamps cor-
responding to these candidate transmitters (or no candidate),
and defers the determination.

3) Deferred Determination: In LPL-based WSNs, although
the time clock of network nodes are not synchronized,
the speed of time clock is stable and almost the same. Using
this characteristic, meter will adequately determine which
neighbor is the transmitter of undetermined frames.

Each node maintains a bitmap of 10 bytes to clearly indicate
whether or not it transmitted a packet in the past. In meter,
one bit can cover 10 duty cycles. For example, if nodes’ wake-
up interval is set to 512ms and there is a transmission event
during the last 5 seconds, the corresponding bit should be
set to 1, otherwise 0. Hence, a 10 bytes bitmap can record
the transmission events for 400 seconds. The bitmap will be
shared with neighbors by attaching to the free space of data
or beacon packets. Each share does not necessarily require
attaching all of the bitmap. Note that the data traffic of duty-
cycled WSNs is low. Using one bit to cover 10 duty cycles
makes sense.

Once receiving the bitmap from a neighbor (A) which
is a recorded candidate transmitter, meter uses the recorded
timestamp and the bitmap to determine whether or not A
transmitted a data packet or beacon in some period which
covers the recorded timestamp. If transmitted, this candidate
transmitter is valid, otherwise invalid. Finally, if meter can
determine only one of the candidate transmitters is valid,
it presumes the candidate is the transmitter and delivers
these information (transmitter, the number of arrived frames,
the number of decoded frames) to upper estimation compo-
nent. Otherwise, it ignores these records. The accuracy of
deferred determination is given in Section V-B.3.

4) Determination Strategy: The detail determination
process is given in Algorithm 1. Meter first exploits the
decoded frame to exactly know the transmitter. If none of
the frames has been decoded, meter uses the averaged RSSI
Ravg to infer the candidate transmitters. If there is only one
candidate, meter presumes the candidate is the transmitter.
Otherwise, meter defers the determination.

G. Integration With Link Estimator

Meter can be easily integrated into the state-of-the-art link
estimator 4-bit [11]. As a basic link monitoring compo-
nent, meter provides the essential information for accurate
link estimation. For each neighboring link, the information
consists of the number of arrived frames, the number of

Algorithm 1 Determination Process
Input: segments vector SEG transmitted by the same

transmitter: SEG={Segi, Segi+1,· · · , Segi+n };
Output: determination result.
if Existing decoded frame then

Extracting transmitter ID;
return transmitter;

else
According to Equation 8;
if Only one match then

return matched neighbor;
else if Multiple matches OR No match then

return Deferred determination;

successfully decoded frames, and the corresponding neighbor
node (transmitter). Meter sits beneath MAC layer to mon-
itor each frame. It is compatible with low power listen-
ing (LPL) [15] media access mechanism. In addition, meter
maintains the 10 bytes bitmap and shares it with neighbors.

In essence, both meter and 4-bit are based on PRR for
link quality estimation. In original 4-bit, each transmission/
retransmission is allocated a unique data sequence num-
ber (DSN) in ascending or descending order, but the same data
frames share the same DSN. 4-bit maintains a transmission-
status window for each neighbor to record the status of each
transmission. Assume the window size is N. The status of each
window-element is 1 if at least one (no matter what is the
actual amount) data frame of the corresponding transmission
is received, otherwise 0. After N transmissions, if the status
of M elements is 1, 4-bit computes the latest link quality
which is M

N . By integrating meter with 4-bit, meter monitors
each link in real-time. Instead of recording the status of each
transmission, meter counts the number of actually arrived data
frames (NA) and the number of successfully decoded data
frames (ND), and submits the two values to 4-bits. After
K times of submission, if

∑K
i=1 N i

A ≥ N , 4-bit computes

the latest link quality by
�K

i=1 Ni
D�

K
i=1 Ni

A

. Note that the window
size could be adjusted by the estimation component of link
estimator which adopts meter to monitor each link. The setting
of window size and the computation of link quality could make
a tradeoff between the accuracy and timeliness. We leave it to
the future work.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the
performance of meter from different perspectives, including
the accuracy and timeliness of meter in Section V-B and V-C,
respectively. We also test one-hop and end-to-end transmission
cost by integrating meter with the state-of-the-art link estima-
tor in Section V-D. Finally, we evaluate the effect of meter
on network reliability of collection tree protocol (CTP) [1]
in Section V-D.3.

A. Evaluation Setup

We implement meter in TinyOS-2.1.1 [30] based on
TelosB platform [19] that equips with 802.15.4-compliant
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TABLE II

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

CC2420 radio chip [21]. Meter is integrated into 4-bit to
provide accurate and timely estimation for each link. It sits
beneath the default LPL protocol (X-MAC [15]). Based on
LPL, CTP exploits the estimated link quality to select the opti-
mal routing to deliver data packet. To begin with, we give the
summary of the system parameters used by meter in Table II.

In our experiments, each node generates a packet with a
fixed inter-packet interval (IPI), and wakes up periodically.
If there is no specific statement, IPI is set to 1 minute
and wake-up interval is 512ms. The packet payload size
is randomly selected from [60,100] bytes. In MAC layer,
we restrict the parameter value of congestion/initial backoff
time (Tbackoff ) and inter-frame interval (T valid

ifi ) by

Tbackoff > T valid
ifi . (9)

In all experiments referring to 4-bit, we use the default window
size of 4-bit. Each experiment lasts for at least 30 minutes and
repeated at least three times.

B. Accuracy of Meter

In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the
accuracy of link quality which is estimated by meter. The
accuracy of meter involves several aspects, including the
number of arrived frames, the determination of the corre-
sponding transmitter, and the effectivity of clustering multiple
consecutive frames into a segment vector corresponding to the
same transmitter.

1) Number of Arrived Frames: Counting the number of
arrived frames is an important function of meter. Here, we con-
duct experiment to evaluate the accuracy of counting in an
indoor testbed with 22 Telosb nodes. We set each node’s radio
working mode to always on. In this network, there is no data
packet transmission. Each node periodically broadcasts routing
beacon to maintain network topology. During each routing
beacon cycle, the same beacon frame will be repeatedly trans-
mitted 50 times. To clearly distinguish each frame, we insert
a sequence number into each of the 50 frames in ascending
order. Then, as a neighbor of the transmitter, by using the
successfully decoded beacon frames, it will accurately know
how many (and which) frames are lost. Each node transmits
100 routing beacons in this experiment, and assigns two arrays
to record the sequence number of overheard frames and the
corresponding timestamps, respectively. The size of the two

TABLE III

ACCURACY OF FRAME IDENTIFICATION BY Meter

Fig. 10. False negative ratio and false positive ratio of ZigBee frame
identification.

arrays is set to 50. Besides, each node also maintains two
arrays to record the starting time and ending time of each
identified ZigBee frame.

Once detecting the completion of a beacon transmission
(we mark all the detected frames by meter as a segment
vector introduced in Section IV-C.1), as a neighbor, it uses
the above mentioned four arrays to determine whether or
not an identified ZigBee frame is indeed a routing beacon
wake-up frame. According to the time constraints, we can
clearly detect the false negative and false positive of meter.
For example, during the interval between two successively
received frames that are attached with sequence number n
and m (m is larger than n), meter detects k ZigBee frames.
If k = m − n, we think meter has accurately detected each
frame. If k < m − n, we think meter missed m − n − k
frames, which is so called false negative (FN). Otherwise,
we think meter falsely detected k−(m−n) frames, and this is
false positive (FP). Overall, there are 484 unidirectional links,
and totally 48400 computational results. We first compute
the probabilities of accurately detected part, of false negative
ratio (FNR), and of the false positive ratio (FPR), respectively.
These results are listed in Table III. As shown by the table,
97.3% wake-up frames can be successfully identified by meter.
The FN and FP are only account for 0.8% and 1.9%, respec-
tively. The FN is likely caused by the lose of SPI resource,
and FP is possibly caused by external interference.

Furthermore, we extract the segment vectors which contain
FN or FP. For a specific segment vector, we compute the FNR
and FPR by using the total of FNs/FPs to divide it by 50.
We plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of these
ratios in Fig. 10. As shown in the figure, even in these segment
vectors, more than 92.5% segment vectors are with less than 3
(accounting for 6%) FNs and 89.4% segment vectors are with
less than 4 (accounting for 8%) FPs. The experimental results
demonstrate that meter’s frame identification can accurately
detect and identify ZigBee frames.

2) Clustering of Frames: As mentioned above, a segment
vector contains the continuously received frames transmitted
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TABLE IV

RATIO OF IDENTIFYING DIFFERENT BEACONS
ACROSS DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

by one sender. Hence, whether or not meter can exactly cluster
the successive frames into several segment vectors that were
transmitted by different senders has a significant influence on
the operational complexity of meter, which could potentially
affect the accuracy of link estimation.

Here, to show the effectivity of clustering multiple consec-
utive frames into a segment vector corresponding to the same
sender, we construct an one-hop network where 10 nodes peri-
odically broadcast routing beacon. These nodes work in duty-
cycled mode. The routing beacon cycle is set to 5 seconds. The
repeatedly transmitted frames also attach the frame sequence
number. Furthermore, we use an additional node (marked as
meter node) to identify ZigBee frame by meter. It keeps its
radio always on. The 10 nodes will exclusively utilize wireless
channel. Once a node completes its beacon transmission,
another node will instantly occupy the channel to continue
broadcasting. The backoff time and inter-frame interval satisfy
the restriction of Equation 9. In order to imply the starting of a
new beacon transmission, each node will continuously transmit
the first three frames by setting the inter-frame interval to
a value that is far less than T valid

ifi . Logically, the meter
node will detect a long signal with very small time interval
located in a number of short signals. In this experiment,
we mark the interval between the last short signal and the long
signal as Tipi_beacon. We cluster the segments according to the
restriction of Equation 7. Note that the external interference
may lead to clustering the successive frames transmitted by
the same sender into several segment vectors. Nevertheless,
the process of transmitter determination will know who the
transmitter is.

In this experiment, we just care about whether a long signal
has been regarded as the starting of a new segment vector.
By counting the number of long signals (Nlong), and the
number of identified long signals (Nlong_segment) which are
regarded as the starting of a new segment vector. We com-
pute the identification ratio by Nlong_segment/Nlong. This
experiments are conducted in four scenarios: indoor testbed
using channel 26 without overlapping with from WiFi spec-
trum (IC26), indoor testbed using channel 19 which suffers
from WiFi interference (IC19), outdoor testbed using chan-
nel 26 (OC26), and outdoor testbed using channel 19 (OC19).
We list the identification ratios across different scenarios
in Table IV. The difference of identification ratios in different
experimental scenarios is not significant. The ratio is up
to more than 99.5% because of the restriction of Tbackoff

and T valid
ifi . The exception is possibly caused by the loss of

SPI and the treatment strategy presented in Section IV-C.2.
So we can conclude that meter can effectively cluster frames
and accurately distinguish different routing beacons and data
packets.

3) Determination of Transmitter: By accurately counting
the arrived frames, another important function of meter is the

Fig. 11. Proportion of transmitter determination by using different
information in different scenarios (indoor or outdoor) by working in the
19th channel (c19) and the 26th channel (c26).

determination of the corresponding transmitter. To evaluate the
accuracy of transmitter determination by meter, in this section,
we conduct experiments in the indoor testbed and outdoor
playground using 22 Telosb nodes. We use a center node to
synchronize all network nodes by periodically broadcasting its
local time using the highest power level (level 31 in CC2420).
The power level of the other nodes is set to 2 in indoor testbed
and 5 in the outdoor testbed to form a multiple-hop network,
respectively. According to network synchronization, each node
transmits a data packet during an appointed cycle in turn. One
cycle lasts for 10 seconds. For example, node i will transmit
its data packets and routing beacons in the kth cycle when
k%22 = i. Node 0 is the sink node in our experiments. Nodes
will not further forward the received data packets if the current
cycle is allocated to a specific node. But in the kth cycle,
if k%22 = 0, all network nodes will forward the recorded
information to sink node through multiple-hop transmission.

For each experiment, by identifying ZigBee frames and
clustering frames, meter determines the corresponding trans-
mitter of each segment vector. Meter uses the decoded
frame (DF), averaged RSSI (AR), and deferred determina-
tion (DD) to determine the transmitter. For each segment
vector, the transmitter can be accurately inferred according to
the synchronization mechanism and the allocated transmission
cycle. Then, we will know whether or not the transmitter
determination of meter is correct.

We plot the proportion of each information used for trans-
mitter determination in Fig. 11. As shown in the figure,
the transmitter of more than 60% segment vectors can be
directly determined by using the decoded frame, no matter
in indoor or outdoor testbed. For the remainder of the vectors,
meter uses averaged RSSI and deferred determination to infer
the transmitter. In indoor scenario, because routing and non-
routing links have a low degree of differentiation, the average
RSSI can only infer a small part (about one third) of these
segment vectors without decoded frame, and the other two
thirds segment vectors exploit deferred determination to obtain
the transmitter. In outdoor testbed, meter fully exploits the
spatial diversity of routing and non-routing links to infer
transmitter. Furthermore, we compute the accuracy of using
AR and DD to determine transmitter, and list them in Table V.
According to the restriction of Equation 8 and the requirement
of only one satisfied candidate, the accuracy of AR can reach
to 95.5%. The deferred determination can also determine
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TABLE V

ACCURACY OF TRANSMITTER DETERMINATION

Fig. 12. CDF of the time interval between two successive link updates.
By integrating meter into 4-bit, the update rate is significantly increased.

transmitter with high accuracy. But note that about one fifth
deferred determinations are ignored because of the lack of a
definite result.

In this section, the experimental results have amply demon-
strated the accuracy of meter. In the following section,
we continue to show the timeliness of meter.

C. Timeliness of Meter

To illustrate the timeliness of meter, we also conduct exper-
iments in both indoor and outdoor testbed. For each scenario,
we use the following configuration of network protocols:
(1) CTP, LPL, and 4-bit; (2) CTP, LPL, and 4-bit integrated
with meter. Uniformly, we set our networks’ work channel
to 19, the transmission power of CC2420 is set to level 5, and
each node generates a data packet each 2 minutes.

4-bit maintains an estimation window w to update the
quality of each link. In 4-bit, the size of w is 5. We do not
change the window size by integrating with meter, but the
window unit is changed from a data/beacon packet to a wake-
up frame. Each node records the time interval between two
successive link quality updates for each link (routing link or
non-routing link), and forwards these time intervals to sink
node. We plot the CDF of these time intervals in Fig. 12.
As shown in the figure, by integrating meter into 4-bit,
the update rate of link quality is significantly increased. By set-
ting IPI to 2 minutes in this experiment, almost all (97.9%)
links can be updated within 200 seconds because meter can
accurately count the arrived frames (no matter data packet or
routing beacon). By monitoring the potential active links once
they transmit data/beacon frames, meter triggers fast update of
link quality. On the other hand, without integrating with meter,
4-bit updates link quality slowly, so that the vast majority
of (more than 50%) links cannot be updated one time for
eight minutes. Compared with 4-bit, meter can guarantee the
timeliness of link quality estimation because of its inherent
advantage: as long as a neighbor transmits data/beacon packet
during the wake-up duration, meter can count the number of
arrived frames and lost frames in real time.

As demonstrated above, meter can provide both accurate
and timely link estimation. In the next section, we continue
to evaluate the impact of meter on the performance of data
collection protocol.

D. Collection Tree Protocol Performance

Link estimator has fundamental impact on the performance
of data collection. In this section, we explore how well the
Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) [1] performs by using meter.
CTP is the default data collection protocol in TinyOS and it
represents a canonical link layer client. To test its performance,
we conduct experiments in both indoor testbed with 22 node
and outdoor testbed with 30 nodes. In the indoor testbed,
all sensor motes are hung on a vertical wall. In the outdoor
testbed, all sensor motes are put on the ground with glazed
tiles. The outdoor testbed is surrounded on three sides by office
build where about 18 WiFi APs interfere the sensor network.
The multi-path effect may be more serious for the outdoor
testbed. Both indoor and outdoor testbeds are surrounded by
many WiFi APs. The work frequency of some APs overlays
with the 19th channel of ZigBee. We separately test the per-
formance of CTP by integrating or without integrating meter
into 4-bit. By collecting recorded information of each node,
we compute the distribution of packet delivery ratio (PRR),
energy consumption, and transmission cost.

1) One-Hop Delivery Cost vs. Path Length: In both indoor
and outdoor experiments, each node records the one-hop trans-
mission count of each data packet and forwards these records
to sink. We plot the CDF of single-hop transmission count
in Fig. 13(c). By embedding meter into 4-bit, the one-hop
transmission count does have been reduced no matter in the
indoor experiments (Indoor: 4-bit and Indoor: 4-bit+meter
in the figures) or outdoor experiments (Outdoor: 4-bit and
Outdoor: 4-bit+meter in the figures). The average single
hop transmission count of indoor experiments is reduced
from 1.73 times to 1.32 times (reduced by about 23.7%) by
integrating meter into 4-bit, and reduced from 3.49 times to
1.97 times (reduced by about 43.5%) in outdoor testbed. The
decreased transmission count makes nodes take more time in
sleep state, so as to further save energy consumption which is
demonstrated in the next subsection. Moreover, the reduced
transmissions count can further decrease packet collisions
caused by hidden terminal and reduce suppressed transmission
opportunities resulting from exposed terminal.

Additionally, the distribution of path length (hop count)
from each node to sink node is also plotted in Fig. 13(d).
As shown, the averaged path length of indoor networks is
reduced by about 7% by using meter to estimate link quality,
and that of the outdoor networks is reduced by about 18.3%.
Because meter can accurately estimate each link, CTP uses the
optimal links to construct network routing, so as to find the
shortest path from each node to sink. The reduced single-hop
transmission count and reduced path length further improve
the network performance represented in energy consumption
and network reliability, which are discussed in the following
subsections in detail.

2) Energy Consumption: We also plot the distribution of
energy consumption (duty cycle) across different scenarios
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Fig. 13. Performance of multi-hop indoor testbed experiment with 22 nodes and outdoor experiment with 30 nodes. By integrating meter into 4-bit, network
performance is improved. (a) Network reliability. (b) Energy consumption. (c) One-hop transmission count. (d) Path Length.

in Fig. 13(b). In the indoor experiments, there is no significant
difference between the energy consumption of CTP+4-bit
and that with meter, except for decreasing the probability of
extremely high energy consumption. However in the outdoor
experiments, by integrating meter into 4-bit, the average duty
cycle is significantly decreased from 15.1% to 9.6%. For the
former, the little improvement of energy efficiency is due to
the small-sized testbed that reduces the diversity of wireless
links. Hence once the current routing is severely degraded,
the probability that there is another high quality routing is
small. This case is also indicated from the similar distributions
of single hop transmission count plotted in Fig. 13(c). While in
outdoor experiments, by adopting meter, the reduced average
single hop transmission count can significantly save energy
consumption.

3) Network Reliability: Here, we compare the network
reliability of CTP+4-bit with that of CTP+4-bit integrated
with meter. By plotting the CDFs of nodes’ averaged PRR
in different scenarios in Fig. 13(a), we can conclude that the
network reliability (PRR) is averagely improved by 2.3% in
the indoor experiments, and 5.6% in outdoor experiments.

As shown in the figure, by integrating with meter, nodes’
PRRs are relatively high and distributed in a smaller range.
Although channel RSSI is quite different at the location
of different nodes (especially in outdoor testbed), due to
the accuracy and timeliness of meter, CTP can effectively
select the optimal routing to forward packets. If the currently
used link is severely degraded, meter can quickly find the
temporally available link. Hence, CTP could utilize the best
available routing if there exists one, so as to decrease the effect
of local interference on network performance.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we further discuss several technological
problems on meter, and then state the possible optimization
on meter.

A. Reliability and Efficiency

By using meter, each node maintains the links to all con-
nected neighbors by passively and precisely counting wake-up
frames. Each node continuously samples channel RSSI after
it turns on the radio. Then with the sampled RSSI sequence,
it counts the wake-up frames that either are successfully
decoded or identified by ZigBee recognition. Our ZigBee
recognition method is based on the unique characteristics of

ZigBee low power transmission that is different from other
coexistence interference (e.g. WIFI, Bluetooth, Microwave
Oven). Furthermore, the time complexity of ZigBee identi-
fication algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of RSSI
samples. The time overhead is small. Additionally, the recog-
nition accuracy is guaranteed when sampled RSSI sequences
of the on-going transmission are higher than the noisy floor.
Hence, in duty cycled mode, nodes can reliably and efficiently
estimate each link’s quality by guaranteeing accuracy and
timeliness.

B. Applicability

Similar to 4-bit, meter can be applied to large scaled WSNs.
In a connected network, the only factor that affects the perfor-
mance of meter is node deployment density. In a very dense
network, it is difficult for a node to discriminate the RSSI of
neighbors’ data/beacon transmission. Hence, the probability of
determination of transmitter is relatively low, resulting in more
ignored frames. The case may affect the timeliness of meter.
But it is still better than 4-bit.

Furthermore, our signal identification method is mainly
based on the unique characteristics of different physical layer
technologies. With more delicate classifier and fine-grained
RSSI samples, our method can also identify the signal of
WIFI, Bluetooth or Microwave Oven. However, most of sensor
motes (e.g. TelosB, MicaZ, IRIS) adopt ZigBee (802.15.4) as
the physical layer technology. Further considering the limited
computation and memory resources, our method targets on
distinguishing ZigBee from other coexistent interference, but
does not further classify the categories of coexistence inter-
ference. Moreover, our ZigBee identification algorithm and
parameter settings are device independent so that the proposed
method can run on other sensor motes.

C. Tradeoff of Accuracy and Timeliness

Although meter provides accurate and timely monitoring
for each link, the computation of link quality is performed
by the estimation component of a specific estimator. Hence,
as an estimator, by replacing its own monitoring component
with meter, it should further consider the setting of window
size for recording the status of each arrived wake-up frame,
and the tradeoff between the accuracy and timeliness for
each link. The larger the window size is, the more accurate
the link estimation result is. However, the timeliness could
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be degraded. Additionally, due to the significantly increased
input speed of the estimation window, the computing method,
i.e., moving average, of estimation component should also be
adjusted to adapt to dynamic wireless link.

VII. RELATED WORK

Basically, link quality estimation process involves three
steps: link monitoring, link measurements, and metric eval-
uation [6]. The metric is mathematical expression denoting
link quality within an estimation window. We refer to this
metric as link quality estimator (LQE). The LQE evaluation
requires link measurements. For example, to evaluate the PRR
(packet receipt ratio) [18] estimator, link measurements consist
in extracting the sequence number from each received packet.
Link monitoring defines a strategy to have traffic over the
link allowing for link measurements. Link monitoring is the
basic component of link estimation scheme. The performance
of link monitoring has great influence on the performance of
link estimation. There are three kinds of link monitoring [6]:
(1) active link monitoring, (2) passive link monitoring, and
(3) hybrid link monitoring.

In active link monitoring, a node monitors the links to its
neighbors by sending beacon packets. Beacon packets can be
sent either by broadcast [18], or by unicast [31]. Broadcast
beacon packets involve no link-level acknowledgments or
retransmissions, in contrast to unicast beacon packets. Beacon
packets are generally sent at a certain rate, which yields a
tradeoff between energy-efficiency (low rates) and accuracy
(high rates). An adaptive beaconing rate [1], [20] might
provide a good balance for this tradeoff.

Unlike active link monitoring, passive link monitoring
exploits existing traffic without incurring additional com-
munication overhead. In fact, a node listens to transmit-
ted packets, even if these packets are not addressed to it
(overhearing) [11], [12]. It can also listen to acknowledgments
of messages sent by different neighbors [32].

Passive link monitoring has been widely used in WSNs
due to its energy-efficiency compared to active link mon-
itoring [12], [32]–[34]. However, passive monitoring incurs
the overhead of probing idle links [31] because overhearing
involves expense of significant energy. In addition, when
the network operates at low data rate or unbalanced traffic,
passive link monitoring may lead to the lack of up-to-date
link measurements. Consequently, it leads to inaccurate link
quality estimation.

The use of a hybrid mechanism combining both active and
passive monitoring may yield an efficient balance between
up-to-date link measurements and energy-efficiency [31]. For
instance, Gnawali et al. [1] introduced a hybrid link moni-
toring mechanism for performing both link quality estimation
and routing advertisements. Active link monitoring consists in
broadcasting beacons with a non-fixed rate. Rather, a Trickle
algorithm [20] is used to adaptively tune the beaconing rate.
Active link monitoring is coupled with passive link monitor-
ing, which consists in hearing received acknowledgments from
neighbors (that represent next hops).

It was argued by several recent studies that link quality
estimation where link monitoring is based on data traffic

(passive link monitoring) is much more accurate than that
having link monitoring based on beacon traffic (active link
monitoring) [1], [13], [35]. However, the passive link moni-
toring is exploited to estimate the link quality between rout-
ing links in existing works. The vast majority of links are
measured using broadcast beacon. Due to the infrequency of
broadcast beacon in a relative stable network, the quality of
these links is usually out-dated. Furthermore, in duty-cycled
and asynchronous WSNs, both active and passive monitoring
are coarse-grained.

Different from existing works, by capturing channel RSSIs
and exploiting Zigbee signal features, meter can exactly count
the number of decoded and corrupted wake-up frames, and
determine the transmitter of the detected wake-up frames.
Besides, meter counts the wake-up frames of both routing
beacons and potential data packets transmitted by neighbor
node. Hence, meter can easily achieve both accurate and
real-time link monitoring.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose meter which exploits the fea-
sibility of ZigBee identification of short-term signal strength
sequence, but does not only depends on decoding frame. First,
meter obtains the signal strength sequence during the radio is
on. Then meter identifies the number of ZigBee signal pieces
in signal strength sequence. Finally, with the information,
which include the address of decoded frame, sender’s traffic
schedule, the interval between adjacent pieces and the average
signal strength of individual signal piece, meter identifies
the transmitter address of each signal piece. With decoded
frames, meter fully counts all frames to accurately update link
status in time. We implement meter in TinyOS and evaluate
its performance through extensive experiments on indoor and
outdoor scenarios. The results demonstrate that meter can
significantly improve the performance of the state-of-the-art
link estimation scheme.
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